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INTRODUCTION

One of the remarkable physical properties of a DNA molecule is that it is a strongly charged polyelectrolyte. In solution, DNA dissociates, forming a negatively charged polion surrounded by an atmosphere of mobile, positively charged counterions. Although positive counterions are attracted to DNA, they screen the negative charge of DNA, decreasing the attractive force for other positive counterions. Additionally, ions of different valency and size interact with DNA in a different manner, leading to effects of competition between ions of different species. There is always a delicate balance of forces forming the equilibrium ion distribution around DNA. The functionality of DNA in the cell is, in a decisive degree, determined by electrostatic forces, which in turn are dependent on the presence of different charged components in the surrounding solution. It is clear that understanding of DNA functionality is impossible without an understanding of electrostatic interactions of DNA with the environment.

The aim of the present review is to show how molecular computer simulations can contribute to our understanding of the basic features of the interaction of DNA with its ionic environment, what kind of information can be obtained by computer simulations, and how this information can be used to bridge experimental and theoretical studies of DNA. First, some common polyelectrolyte models of DNA will be briefly reviewed, and a survey of available computer simulation techniques will be given. Then, applications of computer simulations to describe the ionic environment of DNA at this level is the Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) (mean field) theory. This approach implies a Boltzmann distribution of the mobile ion species in the average field of other ions. For a simple cylindrical geometry, the PB equation can be rather easily solved by numerical methods. If the electrostatic potential is small, the exponent term in the standard PB equation may be linearized, resulting in the linearized PB equation that allows an analytical solution. In this context, the counterion condensation (CC) model formulated by Manning can also be mentioned. According to the CC model, for a highly charged cylindrical polion, a certain amount of counterions remains in close proximity to the polion. These counterions neutralize a given fraction of the total polion charge, whereas the remaining counterions reside in the bulk phase. Because most of the charge of the polion (76% in the case of DNA) is neutralized, the distribution of ions in the bulk phase may be described by the linearized PB equation. Because of its simplicity, the Manning CC model has had a profound impact on practical, as well as theoretical, studies of polyelectrolyte solutions.

DNA POLYELECTROLYTE MODELS AND THEORIES

A theoretical description of the ionic environment of DNA is not a simple task. In fact, in any condensed matter system, the more detailed and closer to reality the molecular model is, the more complicated (and often including even more approximations) is the theory that has to be applied to obtain meaningful results. There exist several levels of theoretical descriptions of polyelectrolyte systems. In the simplest approach (the so-called “primitive model”), a DNA is presented as a rigid cylinder, and mobile ions as point charges or small rigid charged spheres. Within the primitive model, the solvent is described as a uniform dielectric continuum, described by a dielectric permittivity of this solvent. The interaction between ions is described by the Coulombic potential scaled by the value of the dielectric permittivity.

The major problem with theories based on the PB approximation is that the Boltzmann expression of DNA ion interactions and computer simulations of DNA have recently appeared. A more general and detailed review of the computer simulation of polyelectrolytes is presented in Ref. [4].
density cannot be strictly derived from the statistical-mechanical theory; therefore the accuracy of the PB theory should be checked by more rigorous theories, or by simulations. The PB theory neglects the small ion correlations within the model. The effect of correlations can be explained as follows. If a counterion is present at some point near the polyion surface, it will decrease the probability for other counterions to be around it. Therefore near this point, the counterion density will be lower than that given by the PB theory. The decrease in local counterion density causes an effective attractive force (in addition to the mean force) that draws the counterions closer to the polyion surface. Clearly, the effect becomes stronger with increase of the ion valency. Ion correlation effects can considerably change the behavior of the polyelectrolyte systems in quantitative as well as qualitative ways.

There exist a number of liquid state theories, based on integral equations, which go beyond the PB approximation: the hypernetted chain approximation (HNC),[7,8] the BBGY chain equations,[9,10] the mean spherical approximation,[5] the modified PB theory,[11] as well as some others. A discussion of these theories and a comparison of predictions of such models to both the PB model and that of computer simulations can be found in a recent review.[12]

More elaborate DNA models may include specific details of its structure. One example is the so-called “grooved” model of DNA,[13] in which the charged groups of DNA are located outside the cylindrical hard core, on the sites corresponding to the phosphate groups of DNA. In addition, full-atomic molecular models of DNA or other polyelectrolytes in continuum solvent have been considered. In such cases, the PB equation becomes three-dimensional, but its solution is still rather straightforward.[14,15] Sometimes effects of polarization and hydration are included by considering a distant-dependent and field-dependent dielectric constant. The relevant theory to treat this class of models is the modified PB equation.[16] Stricter statistical–mechanical theories become too complicated to be of any practical use in this case.

The above-discussed analytical theories have to resort to approximations already at the level of the primitive model. Comparison of theory with experiment is, in such cases, inconclusive; if discrepancies occur, it may be difficult to attribute them to the approximations within the model, or to approximations during the mathematical treatment of the model. Computer simulations can help to answer the questions because they may provide an accurate, asymptotically exact, statistical–mechanical solution for a given model. Moreover, computer simulations allow to treat even more accurate and detailed models, with a proper account of effects caused by hydration, dielectric saturation, and the molecular structure of the solvent by considering explicit solvent molecules.

The main computer simulation methods are MC and MD. The MC method[17] is based on a stochastic procedure, which generates molecular configurations with probabilities equal to that in the canonical (or another statistical) ensemble. By calculating simple arithmetic averages over generated molecular configurations, it is possible to define average values of physical properties in the canonical ensemble and to obtain exact (in statistical sense) answers to a statistical–mechanical problem. An important kind of MC simulation technique is the grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) method, which allows to perform simulations in the grand canonical ensemble at constant chemical potential.[18]

The MC method is very suitable for a description of electrolyte and polyelectrolyte systems within the frame of continuum solvent models (i.e., when solvent molecules are not explicitly included in the simulations). However, for models with explicit solvent molecules, the MC method is not so efficient. The main reason is that in the liquid state, the molecules are closely packed and the fraction of the accepted MC steps becomes too small. For molecular all-atom models of the solvent, the MD simulation scheme is then more efficient.

The MD simulation technique implies a numerical solution of the Newtonian equations of motion for all atoms in the simulated molecular system. At each step of the MD simulation, the coordinates and velocities of the particles are recalculated according to equations of classical mechanics where forces are computed from some predefined expressions, called the force field. The time step is usually chosen at about $10^{-15}$ sec and a typical MD simulation covers a time interval of $10^{-8}$–$10^{-10}$ sec. In addition to structural and thermodynamic properties, the dynamics of the molecular system can be studied, including time correlation functions, diffusion, and other transport properties.

At present, MD simulation is the most commonly used simulation method for studying molecules and molecular interactions in the liquid state. However, because MD simulation of all atoms in the system including solvent molecules, becomes too expensive for studies of polyelectrolytes. A simplified description of polyelectrolyte systems, in terms of continuum solvent models, is still a preferable option. For such models, either the MC method or the stochastic analogue of MD–BD is used. In BD, the solvent molecules are not explicitly accounted for, but enter the equations of motion for solute molecules by two terms: a friction force and a random force. The third term in forces describes interactions with other solute particles in the system (e.g., other ions or polyions). Because the solvent molecules are not treated explicitly in BD, it allows simulation of substantially larger systems...
than full-atomic MD simulation. Moreover, compared with MC simulations, the dynamic properties of the ions can be determined. For example, the effect of polyions on ion diffusion can be studied.

**SIMULATION OF COUNTERIONS AROUND DNA WITHIN CONTINUUM SOLVENT MODELS**

**Evaluation of Analytical Theories**

The first attempts of computer simulations of DNA-like polyelectrolytes were made in the beginning of the 1980s using the MC method. More systematic studies, with varying salt concentrations and/or ion type, have been carried out later. The primary objective of these earlier computer simulation studies was to evaluate the applicability of analytical theories describing ionic distributions around DNA. In most of these works, the primitive model was used [i.e., the DNA was modeled as a hard body (cylinder) with a uniform distribution of surface charge, and the ions were represented as point charges or charged hard spheres]. In some of these works, a soft short-range ion–ion or ion–DNA interaction potential, or a specific location of the charges on the polyelectrolyte surface has been used. The main outcome of the early simulations was that the PB approximation is generally valid if only monovalent ions are present in the solution. In subsequent works with more detailed and more accurate (in the sense of longer runs) simulations, it was shown that deviation of the PB theory from the simulations does not exceed 10% for the ion distribution or the electrostatic potential in the relevant range of ion concentrations.

For ions of higher valency and their mixtures, the PB approximation often fails. The typical behavior is that the PB approximation underestimates the ion density in the nearest layer next to the polyelectrolyte surface, which is a result of neglecting ion–ion correlations. An example is given in Fig. 1, which shows the ion density distributions for a cylindrical model of DNA in the presence of a mixture of divalent counterions and monovalent coions. One can see an increased simulated concentration of counterions compared with the PB result within about 5 Å from the DNA surface. This feature may seem not large on the figure, but given the facts of the logarithmic scale of the Y-axis and steep slope of the curve, it results in a noticeable higher affinity of divalent ions to DNA.

An additional attraction of counterions to DNA can be seen more clearly in the ‘‘integrated charge’’ curve, which represents ion distribution integrated from the surface of polyion to some distance $r$. The sense of this curve is the total counterion charge (per length of the polyelectrolyte) within the cylinder of radius $r$ around the polyelectrolyte. An example of the integral charge curve is shown in Fig. 2 for the mixture of monovalent and divalent counterions with monovalent coions. It is seen that for the given case (0.022 M MgCl$_2$ and 0.155 M NaCl mixture), the amount of divalent ions within 5 Å from the DNA surface in the PB approximation is underestimated by about 20%. In other cases (e.g., higher concentrations) deviations may reach 40% or even more.

Besides quantitative differences, computer simulations can, in some cases, predict a qualitatively different behavior as compared with the PB model. An example is the so-called ‘‘charge reversal’’ or ‘‘overneutralization,’’ which may happen if the total charge of the counterions in the close vicinity of a polyelectrolyte exceeds the charge of the polyelectrolyte itself, which then leads to an alternating sign of the electrostatic potential. Such behavior was typically observed for divalent or higher-valence counterions under certain thermodynamic conditions, but it may happen even for monovalent ions if the salt concentration is high enough. The charge reversal cannot be obtained in the PB theory. There is no clear experimental evidence of the charge reversal, except perhaps for a rather old work by Strauss et al., who observed a cationic polyelectrolyte (poly-4-vininpyridine) moving against the electric field at high salt concentration.

More accurate statistical–mechanical theories, such as the HNC or the modified PB theory, were found to reproduce properties of the ion distributions relatively well even for multivalent ions. Fig. 2, reproduced from the work of Murthy et al., shows the integral charge computed for a mixture of divalent and monovalent ions by the PB and HNC theories as well as by MC
simulations. Clearly, the HNC result is much closer to the simulation data than that obtained by the PB theory. The HNC theory, as well as some other more elaborated theories, are able to reproduce even such effects as charge reversal.\[8\] However, these theories are difficult to apply in the case of more complicated (noncylindrical) geometries (e.g., for a model with specific location of the charges on the polion).

Manning condensation theory is often considered as a further simplification of the PB theory. Still, it catches some basic features of ion distributions. Lamm et al.\[27\] compared the fraction of electrostatically bound ions using the MC, PB, and CC methods. If the bound fraction of countercations is determined as those residing within a region around the DNA where the electrostatic potential is less than \( kT \), the MC results are found to quantitatively reproduce the bound fraction predicted by the Manning condensation theory. Another interesting feature of ion distribution, also related to the CC theory, is that the concentration of countercations just next to the DNA surface depends very weakly on the salt concentration, and remains high (a few molar per liter) even at very low salt concentrations. According to the CC theory, a fraction of DNA countercations remains condensed to DNA even at infinite dilution. This feature was also confirmed by the computer simulations.

**Dielectric Effects**

MC computer simulations within the primitive electrolyte model imply uniform continuum dielectrics with dielectric permittivity of liquid water (\( \epsilon \approx 80 \)). In fact, dielectric permittivity of DNA itself is substantially lower. It is also often argued that because the water molecules around the DNA are strongly oriented in the electrostatic field of DNA, their reorientation mobility is reduced, which must make the dielectric permittivity lower than in the bulk solution. Some estimations show that the effective dielectric constant may be as low as 6–30 in the first one to two molecular layers near a DNA surface\[29,30\] compared with the bulk value of about 80. Nonuniform dielectric permittivity is a source of polarization forces, and their effect on ionic distribution is a priori unclear.

MC simulations, incorporating the effect of dielectric discontinuity\[31,32\] at the polion surface and using alternative dielectric saturation models,\[33\] have investigated the effects of the assumption of a constant dielectric permittivity, finding minor effects on the counterion distributions. Moreover, the effect may be different — it may drive ions out of the DNA grooves,\[31\] or, at the opposite, increase their concentration near the DNA surface,\[32\] depending on the details of the DNA model (shape) and the way how the dielectric effects are incorporated.

In fact, at distances on the order of a few angstroms, the concept of dielectric permittivity is not well defined. Within the primitive model, the interaction potential is the Coulombic potential scaled by the value of the dielectric constant. This potential is an approximation of the exact solvent-mediated potentials between the ions in the solution, which in fact represents the free energy of ion–solvent interactions. From this point of view, \( \epsilon \) in the interaction potential can be regarded as a parameter of the potential, which may differ from the local dielectric constant related, for example, to the water dipole fluctuation or the dielectric response. Evaluation of solvent-mediated potentials may be performed from the all-atom MD simulations, which showed that the effective dielectric constant—as a parameter of the effective potential—remains high even at high-enough salt concentrations and near the DNA surface.\[33,34\] The effects caused by an explicit account of the solvent in computer simulations on ion distribution around the DNA will be discussed in more detail below.
Effect of Specific Distribution of Charges

The effects caused by a specific distribution of charges on the polyion surface were studied in a number of works\cite{13,31,35–38} with applications to DNA. Quite evidently, a different structure of the charge distribution on the polyion may cause a rather different distribution of the ion density in the close vicinity of the polyion. Typically, one puts charges of $-1$ on the sites corresponding to the phosphate groups of DNA. Additionally, helical grooves may be set, mimicking the minor and major grooves of DNA. In some cases, the DNA is presented with all-atom resolution\cite{39}.

A detailed study of different ways to mimic helical grooves on DNA was presented by Montoro and Abascal\cite{13}. These authors observed that specific interactions of ions with DNA (soft repulsion potential), the incorporation of the discrete charge distribution, and the grooved nature of the DNA surface may change the ion density profile around DNA considerably (Fig. 3). For example, in a “groove model” of DNA, in which explicit grooves on DNA were introduced, a double hump on the counterion density profile was observed, which even transformed to a double maximum at higher concentrations. This is in agreement with BD simulations of a full-atomic description of DNA\cite{40,41}. In addition, substantial penetration of counterions in the minor and major grooves was observed\cite{36}. Enhanced concentration of counterions in the grooves (with stronger effect in the minor groove) has been observed also in several works\cite{37,38}. However, distribution of counterions far from the DNA depends only weakly on the structure of the DNA surface.

An MC study of a DNA model with an all-atom resolution in a continuum solvent was carried out by Mills et al\cite{39} for different forms of DNA. It was found that the grooved structure of both A-DNA and the B-DNA affects the details of the ion distribution in the center region of the polyion dramatically. However, the total number of bound ions at a particular added salt value differs only slightly among the conformations.

A general conclusion from the studies on the effect of the specific charge location on DNA is that although it may affect strongly the details in ion distribution near the polyion, the distribution of counterions far from the polyion (at distances more than 20 Å from the DNA axis) remains largely invariant. Furthermore, the integral properties of the ion distribution, such as the amount of ions within a certain distance around the polyion, depend very little on how the charges are located on the polyion surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the integrated charge is displayed for the same ion distributions as shown in Fig. 3. The integrated charge curves are determined.

Fig. 3 Ion distribution profiles at 0.05 M monovalent salt, calculated in MC simulations for different DNA models. HH is “homogeneous hard cylinder,” HS is “homogeneous soft cylinder” (ions interact with the polyion with repulsive $1/r^9$ potential), HS1 is homogeneous soft cylinder with a displaced axis of short-range repulsion, DS is discretely charged, soft repulsion model with charges located on sites of phosphate groups, GP is grooved DNA model with explicit grooves. (From Ref. [13]. © American Institute of Physics, 1995.)

Fig. 4 Integrated charge (charge compensation) function, calculated in MC simulations for different DNA models. Notations are the same as in Fig. 3. (From Ref. [13]. © American Institute of Physics, 1995.)
mostly by the total charge density of the polyion and by the ion composition. The primary reason for the weak sensitivity of the global properties of the ion distribution to the details of charge location is the long-range character of electrostatic interactions, which effectively averages contributions from all the charges of the polyion and makes the total electrostatic field similar to that of a uniformly charged cylinder.

**Ion Competition**

The interaction of mobile ions with polyions depends strongly on the ion type, charge, and size. Counterions of higher valency are more strongly attracted to polyions than monovalent ions—that is why they force low-valency ions out from the nearest vicinity of the polyelectrolyte. The size of the ions additionally plays a role and becomes especially important in the discussion of the competition of ions of the same valency. Smaller ions can come closer to the polyion surface and lower the electrostatic energy as compared with larger ions. However, within the primitive electrolyte model, the size of ions in simulations is not directly related to their real “crystallographic” sizes. Rather, it is a parameter that, in an average way, takes into account the effective hydration shell of water molecules around the ion. Reasonable values of the ion hydration radii can be obtained by fitting to available experimental data on ion osmotic and activity coefficients. Other ways of choosing effective ion radii are discussed in a recent work by Banavali and Roux.

The problem of ion competition has received much attention because of its importance in biological and technological applications. (For more information, see, for example, Ref. [44].) Typically, one determines a “competition coefficient,” which has a sense of an equilibrium constant of the ion exchange process. The competition coefficient may be determined experimentally from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) relaxation measurements or from direct ion exchange experiments. The competition parameter may also be determined from computer simulations, or other theoretical approaches in a standard manner: For a given concentration of ions of the same chemical potential. The GCMC approach has been applied for studying the competition of monovalent, divalent, and trivalent ions in a series of works by Korolev et al. In these works, competition coefficients of different ions, computed in GCMC simulations, were compared with the experimental ones measured by ion exchange experiments for DNA fibers, which were stabilized by the presence of ethanol. In computer simulations, the presence of ethanol was modeled as a lower (than in pure water) dielectric constant. The competition coefficients for the ions of different valencies and sizes have been computed and a good agreement with the ion exchange measurements has been observed.

**Interaction of DNA with Multivalent Ligands**

Studies of DNA interacting with complex multivalent molecular ions is of considerable interest because of the role of such ions (e.g., polyamines) in living systems. Additionally, polyamines are often used as condensing agents in the preparation of condensed samples of DNA. Other interesting and important applications are related to binding of charged intercalative drugs to DNA and to protein–DNA binding.

Application of standard polyelectrolyte theories to complex multivalent ions faces additional difficulties related to the spatial distribution of the ions and charges and the internal degrees of freedom. In analytical theories, these additional features are usually either ignored or treated in some approximate manner. In computer simulations, on the contrary, inclusion of the internal structure of the ionic ligand does not pose any principal complications. In Ref. [37], the polyamine spermidine was modeled as a chain of three monovalent ions connected by
harmonic bonds. It was shown that because of the effects of the nonlocal charge distribution and internal degrees of freedom, the binding affinity of spermidine to DNA was reduced compared with that of a simple trivalent (metal) ion. The binding was reduced even below the predictions of the PB theory, which generally underestimates the binding affinities of higher valency ions for simple ions. Existing NMR diffusion studies qualitatively confirm this result.\[55\]

The binding of an octavalent rodlike ligand to DNA in the presence of monovalent salt has been studied by Olmsted et al.\[56\] using GCMC simulations. Such highly charged ligand binds strongly to DNA, forming a stable complex. A strong reduction in the surface counterion (e.g., Na\(^+\)) concentration over a region including—but extending well beyond—the location of the ligand binding site has been observed.

### Brownian Dynamics of Counterions Around DNA

BD simulations allow, alongside ion distribution, computation of dynamic and transport properties of ions. The presence of a polyeon makes the diffusion of ions slower than in the bulk solution, because of both the steric obstacles imposed by the polyeon and the electrostatic interactions. Thus the retardation of the diffusion provides information on the binding of ions to the polyelectrolyte. An advantage of diffusion studies is that the self-diffusion coefficient is a quantity that is directly available from experiments measuring macroscopic self-diffusion.

The diffusion properties of counterions in the presence of DNA were studied by BD simulations in a number of works.\[40,57,58\] The self-diffusion coefficient can also be obtained within the PB mean field approximation, using the PB–Smoluchowski diffusion model.\[59\] A comparison of lithium counterion diffusion coefficients determined in BD simulations, in the PB–Smoluchowski model, and in the experiment was performed in Ref. [57]. The comparison of the two polyelectrolyte theories with the experiment clearly demonstrated the effect of ion correlations included in the BD simulations, which substantially improve agreement with the experiment.

Apart from the general interest as to how the presence of DNA affects ion dynamics, such simulations provide valuable information for the interpretation of NMR relaxation experiments. For example, BD may provide data on the time correlation function of the electric field gradients\[40,58\] experienced by Na\(^+\) counterions associated with DNA, for which the NMR quadrupolar relaxation of the \(^{23}\)Na nuclei is determined by the time-dependent fluctuation of these field gradients.

### SIMULATIONS OF COUNTERIONS AROUND DNA WITH EXPLICIT ACCOUNT OF SOLVENT

#### Molecular Dynamics of DNA

The studies of the ionic environment of DNA discussed above have been carried out within continuum solvent models. The effects of solvent and hydration can be taken into account rather straightforwardly in computer simulations by introducing explicit solvent (water) molecules. However, an all-atom description makes the simulations very time-consuming and reduces the size of the system that can be considered. At the present level of computer power, the maximum number of atoms that can be simulated long enough to obtain meaningful results is on the order \(10^4\), which corresponds to a simulation box size of 50–60 Å. This size is not enough to study polyelectrolyte aspects of ion distribution. Still, all-atom simulations are extremely important for understanding ion–DNA interactions in close proximity to the DNA.

The preferable method in all-atom simulations is MD, although the first attempt to simulate such model was performed by the MC method.\[60\] Earlier MD simulations of DNA\[61–63\] were too short to produce information on ionic distribution. Given the diffusion of counterions around DNA on the order \(10^{-6}\) cm/sec\(^2\), at least nanosecond time scale is needed for the counterions to sample the space around DNA. Such simulations became possible from the second part of 1990s, when a large number of works on MD simulations of DNA, with full-atomic description of solvent and ions, appeared.\[64–71\] In the majority of these studies, the main interest was in the DNA molecule itself, investigating DNA backbone structure and dynamics, base stacking, phosphate orientation, overall nucleic acid structure, and so on. (For more information on these issues, the reader is referred to recent reviews.\[3,72\]) Below, we shall concentrate on works dealing with MD simulations of ion distributions around DNA. Note first that results on MD simulations are dependent on the force field used. The force fields used in macro-molecular simulations are usually empirically parameterized to reproduce some set of experimental results. At present, the most often used force fields for DNA simulations are AMBER\[73\] and CHARMM.\[74\] It was found that these force fields may give somewhat different DNA structures.\[70\] However, the hydration structure and ion distribution are very similar in AMBER and CHARMM simulations.\[71,75\] This is because of the fact that these force fields differ mainly by parameters describing intramolecular DNA interactions, whereas parameters describing forces between water, ions, and DNA are almost the same.
Specific Binding of Ions

A major issue in molecular dynamic studies of the ionic environment of DNA is the problem of specific ion binding to different sites on the DNA surface. Whether this binding is sequence-specific or purely electrostatic is still to be determined. X-ray experiments carried out in the 1980s have suggested that there exists a “spin of hydration” of DNA,[76] which is a sequence of water molecules in the minor and major grooves that is impenetrable to cations. Cations, according to this picture, form a diffuse cloud around, which is defined by electrostatic interactions. However, MD simulations, made in the 1990s, have shown that Na⁺ counterions may intrude the spin of hydration of DNA and substitute for water molecules.[66-68,77] This was also confirmed by newer, high-resolution X-ray data.[78]

The question of sequence-specific counterion binding to DNA has a principal importance to our understanding of mechanisms of DNA recognition. When counterions bind to DNA in a sequence-specific manner, they form a mosaic of nonuniform charge distribution depending on the DNA sequence. Moreover, it was supposed that direct ion binding to DNA affects the DNA structure,[78] although this point of view is under debate.[79] Molecular computer simulation can provide valuable information to this discussion.

Most of the mentioned MD simulations of DNA have been carried out with Na⁺ counterions. In some works, other counterions were also studied. In Ref. [68], a comparative study of Li⁺, Na⁺, and Cs⁺ around DNA was performed. It was found that these monovalent alkali ions interact with DNA in a very different manner. Li⁺ ions bind almost exclusively to the phosphate groups of DNA. Na⁺ ions bind prevailing bases in the minor groove through one water molecule, although a smaller fraction of ions binds directly to the bases at some specific sites (AT step in the minor groove and guanine bases in the major groove). Cs⁺ ions bind directly to sugar oxygen in the minor groove. It was shown also that the specific character of ion bonding is, to a large extent, determined by the hydration structure of water around DNA. A stronger binding of Li⁺ ions to DNA was also confirmed by NMR studies of the diffusion of Li⁺ and Cs⁺ ions in oriented DNA fibers.[80]

DNA oligomers d(TpA)₁₂ in the presence of K⁺ counterions were simulated in Ref. [81]. Comparing with Na⁺ counterions, a stronger preference of K⁺ ions to the major groove has been observed.

MD of DNA with divalent ions Mg²⁺ and Ca²⁺ was performed in some recent works.[63,64,82] However, the slow diffusion of Mg²⁺ ions makes it difficult to perform a reliable estimation of distribution of these ions around the DNA.

Recently, some works appeared on the distribution of multivalent polyamine ions around DNA.[83-85] It was found that flexible polyamine molecules (spermine or spermidine) have several binding modes, interacting with different sites on the DNA in an irregular manner. That is why polyamine molecules are not seen in X-ray diffractions of DNA. Spermine⁴⁺ ions compete with Na⁺ ions and water molecules in binding to bases in the minor groove, and they influence the structure of the DNA hydration shell in different ways.[85]

Comparison with Continuum Solvent Models

An interesting question that MD simulation could answer is: How reliable are computations within the continuum solvent model, for example, in the prediction of overall ion density around DNA? The angularly averaged density profile of counterions (Na⁺ mostly) has been calculated in some recent works.[66-68] At short distances (within 5 Å from the DNA surface), these density profiles are defined mainly by the details of DNA structure and hydration forces. Naturally, the distributions are very different from the density profiles calculated for the cylindrical model of DNA within the continuum solvent model (both in analytical approaches and MC simulations). Such comparison, from Ref. [68], is shown in Fig. 5, where angularly averaged distributions of different monovalent counterions around the DNA are displayed, together with the PB theory result. Introducing details of the DNA structure within the continuum dielectric model may make the counterion distribution closer to that obtained in MD simulations. For example, a maximum in ion density is
observed at about 8 Å from the DNA axis, corresponding to a high probability for counterions to be inside the DNA grooves.\cite{38}

On larger distances from the DNA, the ion distribution, computed in MD simulations, became more similar to that calculated in the PB theory, or obtained in continuum solvent simulations. In addition, the integral charge for Na\(^+\) ions turned out to be very similar already on distances greater than 12 Å from the DNA surface (Fig. 6). This means that cylindrical PB equation, despite many inherent approximations, is still able to evaluate amounts of ions that are attracted (or “nonspecifically” bound) to DNA.

**Multiscale Simulation Approach**

However, direct simulation of ion density in MD simulation is a tedious task and can be performed only at relatively small distances from the DNA surface. These distances do not include the true “bulk” phase, where neither water nor ions are affected by the electrostatic field of DNA. On the other hand, the problem of finding the ion distribution in the whole range (from the DNA surface to the bulk solution) is the important one. The “bulk” ion concentration in the living cell is determined by the work of ion channels in the membrane; however, only ions that are in close proximity to DNA affect their properties. Although continuum solvent models allow to compute for the ion distribution in the whole range, they contain adjustable parameters, such as the effective ion radius, and are unable to describe the effects of specific ion binding (e.g., specific binding of Li\(^+\) ions to the phosphate groups).

In Refs. [33] and [34], an approach was suggested to link together the two levels of simulations of electrolyte or polyelectrolyte systems (i.e., the all-atom MD simulations and the MC simulations without explicit solvent). The main idea is that detailed all-atom MD simulations provide information on how to parameterize parameters for the continuum solvent model. In practice, as a first step, an MD simulation of size as large as can be afforded is performed. From this simulation, the radial distribution function (RDF) between ions as well as between ions and some sites of DNA is determined. Then, an inverse MC procedure is performed,\cite{34,86} which finds the effective interaction potentials that match the RDF obtained in the MD simulations. The great benefit of effective potentials is that they can be used for simulation of the very same system but of substantially larger scale because the solvent molecules are not included. The typical behavior of the effective potentials is that they have a few oscillations at short distances, reflecting the molecular structure of the solvent, and then—at distances of more than 10 Å—approach the Coulombic potential with the dielectric constant of water.\cite{33,34} The short-range part of the effective potentials is rather ion-specific, thus the specific features of ion–DNA interactions are automatically included in the model.

In Ref. [34], the effective potentials between different alkali ions and DNA have been determined and used for MC simulations of the ion environment of DNA. The computed ion distributions are shown in Fig. 7. One can notice clear similarities with the ion distribution obtained in all-atom MD simulations in Fig. 5. Another interesting observation is that for Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\) ions, the density profiles follow very closely the solution of the PB equation for distances larger than 15 Å from the DNA axis (of course, they were rather different at closer distances).
For two other ions, Li\(^+\) and Cs\(^+\), the deviations from the solution of the PB equation were more significant because of specific interactions of these ions with DNA. From the simulations, the relative binding affinity of these ions to DNA was determined as Cs\(^+\) > Li\(^+\) > Na\(^+\) > K\(^+\), in agreement with the experimental results.

The multiscale modeling approach may be used to take into account solvent and hydration effects in studies of ion binding and competition, as well as of the interaction of DNA with other ligands and proteins. Work in this direction is now in progress.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the present review has been to show that computer simulation techniques are becoming increasingly important in the description of the ionic environment of DNA as well as other properties of biomacromolecular systems. Computer simulations allow us to follow the motion of every atom in the studied system, thus providing very detailed information and contributing to our general understanding of the physical mechanisms that govern the behavior of these biologically, as well as technologically, important systems. With the rapid development of computer technology, allowing larger systems to be studied on a longer time scale and enabling also a more accurate and detailed description of molecular interactions, the importance of molecular simulations in this area will grow further. Furthermore, new developments in experimental techniques including “single-molecule” experiments, as well as an interest in more and more complicated systems related to new areas of biotechnology, biomaterials, and nanotechnology additionally enhance the importance of computer simulation methods.
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